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Our current partners include:

See reversed side for more offerings!

CTM Labeling Systems - Salem, OH
ODT Global is a dependable and flexible distributor of custom and standard 
pressure-sensitive label and print/apply label applicators.  We offer complete 
custom labeling systems and support our equipment with installation and field 
service support offered through ODT Global.  We also distribute SATO printing 
equipment and supplies!

QComp Technologies, Inc. - Appleton, WI
QComp is a robotics system integrator.  We manufacture robotic pick, package and 
palletizing systems including case packing systems.  QComp is a RIA Certified
Robotics Integrator and partners with ABB, Fanuc and Kuka Robotics platforms.

Pack Air, Inc. - Neenah, WI
Pack Air, Inc. designs, manufactures and integrates custom conveyors and 
product handling devices.  We specialize in consulting with our customers to 
understand their unique challenges and delivering customized solutions that 
improve the efficiency and capacity of their product lines.

MARQ Packaging Systems - Yakima, WA
MARQ is a top leader in supplying packaging machinery equipment solutions.  
We offer case erector bottom sealers, uniform or random sealers, trayformers and 
vibration settling/sealing equipment.

Lachenmeier - Glenview, IL
Lachenmeier manufacturers stretch hooding machines as an alternative to a 
stretch wrap machine for total pallet load protection and stability for transport.  
The need for a top sheet is eliminated, load stability is increased and total pallet 
enclosure is accomplished.

®

ODT Global, LLC is a premier distributor,
manufacturers’ representative and integrator of

product and material handling and labeling
equipment, packaging machinery and pin

 perforation and fibrillation systems.

www.odtglobal.com
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CONTINUED...Our current partners include:

Octopus - Masku, Finland
Manufactured by Haloila, the Octopus ring technology high speed pallet stretch 
wrapper is suitable for all pallet-loadable products in many branches of industry.  
Haloila has over 5000 installations worldwide.  Features include double head with 
individual and independent force to load control and no touch, no tail film 

Top Tier - Portland, OR
Top Tier manufactures affordable high quality palletizers from one layer per 
minute to five layers per minute and accommodates various load configurations 
without sacrificing safety.  We have hundreds of installations worldwide.

American Film & Machinery - Corona, CA
AFM is a leading supplier of a full range of tamper evident banding and heat shrink 
label application machinery.  We manufacture both radiant and steam shrink 

Eastey Enterprises - Brooklyn Park, MN
Eastey is an industry leader in supplying shrink packaging machinery consisting 
of the value, performance and professional series of L-sealers and shrink tunnels 
ranging from semi- to fully-automatic equipment.

Equipment Technology Inc. - Peckville, PA
Equipment Technology, Inc. (ETI) is a second-generation family business that 
designs and builds automated machinery to assist manufacturers improve their 
production line sand processes.  ETI machines convey, stack, feed and/or pack a 
product along an assembly line with greater efficiency, speed and accuracy.

Luciano Packaging Technologies - Somerville, NJ
Luciano Packaging Technologies is a full-service systems integrator with 
excellent custom design and build machinery development capabilities.  They 
offer custom high-speed packaging systems including, but not limited to vision 
inspection/verification, package coding, part assembly and testing, and Key-Pak 
vertical form/fill/seal machines.

Burckhardt of Switzerland - Basel, Switzerland
Burckhardt manufactures high quality pin perforating rings, tools and hot and 
cold pin fed perforations systems for various substrates for breathability and 
moisture control.  We are also experts in offering fibrillating pin bars and rings 
for fibrillated films, tapes and yarns.
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